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Abstract 
The paper presents original methods and approaches for modeling the process of cosmo-

naut rescue using a jetpack within virtual environment system VirSim developed at the SRI-
SA RAS. Proposed solutions are based on modern technologies of virtual reality (VR), includ-
ing Oculus Rift CV1 VR headset, Oculus Touch controllers and Manus Prime II VR gloves. For 
human interaction with a computer-synthesized environment, a virtual model of cosmonaut 
with space jetpack was developed, whose hands copy the movements of operator's real hands. 
Control of virtual jetpack is performed on the basis of operator impact on the elements of jet-
pack’s three-dimensional control panel by the hands of the cosmonaut model. To introduce 
this approach into virtual environment system, methods were developed for dynamics simu-
lation and control of cosmonaut model, including implementation of its hand movement, op-
eration of control panel and thrusters. Results obtained in the paper can be used to create 
training complex for teaching cosmonauts to rescue in case of accidental separation from the 
International Space Station.  

Keywords: virtual reality, cosmonaut, jet pack, virtual model, control panel, simulation, 
control.  

 

1. Introduction 
Currently, active research and exploration of space is underway, including through the 

International Space Station (ISS). The work of cosmonauts at the station involves performing 
tasks not only inside the modules, but also on their surface (extravehicular activity), which 
requires spacewalk [1, 2]. In this case, cosmonaut attaches himself to spacecraft by means of 
two safety tethers cling to the station's handrails. Some jobs involve a long walk from the exit 
of space module to destination point. In the course of moving along the handrails, cosmonaut 
must fix and unfix carbines of two tethers multiple times [3]. Therefore there is a risk of un-
successful carbine fixation or tether malfunction, in which cosmonaut is detached from the 
station and cannot return. To solve this problem, it is important to use cosmonaut rescue sys-
tem (for example, Simplified Aid For EVA Rescue or abbreviated SAFER [4]), which repre-
sents a space jetpack with thrusters, put on spacesuit. Manual or automatic control of the jet-
pack is performed by special control panel. An important and actual task is to train cosmo-
nauts in terrestrial conditions in the skills of using rescue equipment. 

In recent years, an actively developing area is creation of training systems using virtual 
reality technologies. These systems replace real objects with their virtual prototypes, and 
training is performed by immersing the operator in virtual environment. An example is simu-
lators [5, 6] designed to train cosmonauts to control spacecrafts and perform tasks during ex-
travehicular activity. It is important that using VR technologies can improve the quality of 
visual perception for those tasks and operations that cannot be realized in terrestrial condi-
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tions. Paper [7] presents solutions for training cosmonauts in spacewalk, that include several 
tracking systems that allow determining movements of human body's various parts (arms, 
legs, head). Authors of paper [8] developed a simulator for control of manned spacecraft by 
joysticks as part of the planned mission of the Moon exploration. Also hardware solutions [9] 
created in the NASA laboratory and based on cosmonaut training by means of VR technolo-
gies are widely used.  

Several papers are devoted to the task of cosmonaut rescue using jetpack [10, 11, 12]. In 
paper [10], MATLAB package with control implementation in Simulink environment is used 
for simulation of space jetpack. This approach is intended to demonstrate cosmonaut motion, 
but not suitable for training. Alternative solution consists in using external control devices, as 
was shown in [11] and [12] by the example of creating a test bench for space jetpack control 
with joystick or gamepad. In publications considered, simulation of cosmonaut motion was 
carried out without VR technologies. 

This paper presents methods and approaches for training cosmonauts to control jetpack, 
which are based on using VR technologies and developed virtual environment system. The 
scientific novelty is that a control of jetpack model is executed by interaction of real cosmo-
naut with elements of virtual three-dimensional control panel. To that end, a virtual model of 
cosmonaut with a jetpack was created, in which movement of his hands copies movement of 
the operator's real hands. With this approach, control of virtual jetpack, and hence motion of 
cosmonaut model, is carried out by interaction of real person's hands with elements of jet-
pack's three-dimensional virtual control panel through virtual hands. Proposed solution in-
cludes implementing dynamics and control for virtual model of cosmonaut, his hands, as well 
as operation of control panel and thrusters of space jetpack. Approbation of the results ob-
tained in this paper was carried out in our virtual environment system VirSim [13] developed 
at the SRISA RAS and demonstrated their effectiveness by the example of solving the prob-
lem of cosmonaut rescue. 

2. Virtual environment system 
Virtual environment system (VES) that we created for solving the task of cosmonaut 

training to use rescue equipment in the form of jetpack includes hardware block, software 
complex and digital visual models (DVM). Its structure is illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1. VES structure for cosmonaut rescue training. 

 
Hardware block, which consists of Manus Prime II VR gloves, Oculus Touch controllers 

and Oculus Rift CV1 VR headset, has two functions. The first is tracking of the operator’s 
head and hands. Despite good quality of finger tracking, Manus gloves don't support deter-
mination of hand position in space but only their orientation. In this regard, we propose to 
implement the missing functionality using Oculus Touch controllers. Original and quite er-
gonomic placement of the Touch on hand with Manus glove is shown in Figure 2. The second 



function of hardware block is to display the synthesized stereopair to the operator's eyes. The 
Rift VR headset provides this capability. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Device configuration of Oculus Touch and Manus Prime II on operator’s hand. 
 
Software complex is own original product and doesn't use third-party solutions. It in-

cludes three subsystems, the tasks of which are implementation of virtual object control, 
simulation of their dynamics and virtual environment visualization. Subsystems run as sepa-
rate processes controlled by a common shell. The shell also provides for the transfer of most 
of the data between the subsystems using special protocols. Control subsystem receives at its 
input information from external devices included in the hardware block. In addition, it re-
ceives data from state sensors of virtual control elements (buttons, toggle switches, joysticks, 
etc.) which are parts of DVM. Based on obtained information, computing of functional 
schemes [14] for virtual environment's dynamic object control, and synthesis of control sig-
nals are performed. Functional schemes are stored together with DVM and loaded to control 
subsystem during VES initialization. Generated signals are transmitted to dynamics subsys-
tem which computes new positions and orientations of virtual environment objects, and also 
performs collision detection and response between them. After that, it is necessary to synthe-
size stereo image of virtual space and transfer it to hardware block for display. This function-
ality is implemented in visualization subsystem. Stereopair rendering with simulation of real-
istic object lighting and shadowing in virtual environment is performed on multi-core 
graphics processor (GPU) in real time, i.e. with frame rate of at least 25 times per second. The 
result is stereopair that is transmitted into the Rift VR headset. 

 



 
Fig. 3. Interaction of Oculus devices with subsystems of software complex. 

 
One of the challenges encountered when implementing interconnection between hard-

ware block and software complex is that the initialization of channel for receiv-
ing/transmitting information with Oculus devices is possible only within one process. So 
there's no way to simultaneously access the devices both in control subsystem (for reading 
tracking data from the Touch and the Rift) and visualization subsystem (for sending stere-
opair to the Rift). To solve the problem, we propose an approach that implements direct in-
formation link between Oculus VR equipment and visualization subsystem, as well as transit 
channel for data required by control subsystem from Oculus devices through visualization 
system to functional scheme of cosmonaut model control via UDP network protocol (fig. 3). 
To do this, a client module is implemented in visualization subsystem. It interacts with VR 
devices via Oculus SDK and sends network packets to control subsystem. And furthermore, 
special Oculus Control block is implemented in the functional scheme editor's library, which 
is a part of scheme loaded to control subsystem, and provides server function for recieving 
data from the client module. 

The DVM created by us includes highly detailed three-dimensional virtual scene of cos-
monaut environment (models of the ISS and the Earth), which has about million polygons, 
and virtual model of cosmonaut with a jetpack. Control scheme of cosmonaut model motion 
(head rotations, translations and rotations of hands, bending of fingers) and operation of res-
cue equipment's thrusters was also developed. Signals from hardware block, as well as toggle 
switches and joystick located on virtual control panel of a jetpack are inputs of the scheme. 
To receive signals from Oculus devices, our Oculus control block considered above is added 
to this scheme. 

3. Mathematical model and control of virtual hand 
The interaction of trained cosmonaut with virtual environment objects consists in copy-

ing the movements of his hands with their virtual prototypes. Based on VR technologies, this 
is done through hand tracking with VR gloves and controllers. To implement this approach in 
developed VES, virtual models of cosmonaut's hands were created, design of which was car-
ried out in the computer simulation system 3ds Max. Figure 4 shows a model of right hand, 
which consists of a set of bones and geometry. Changing bones position and orientation leads 



to compressions and stretches of the fabric upper layers. This behavior is specified using a 
special skin modifier by applying the coefficients of bones influence on vertices of model ge-
ometry. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Virtual model of cosmonaut’s hand. 

 
Hand motion simulation is implemented in developed VES with using its dynamic model. 

In this model, the hand is represented as an articulated body system. To describe the motion 
of virtual hand, consider the CCS (the Cosmonaut Coordinate System) of cosmonaut model’s 
torso, the HCS (the Hand coordinate system) of hand itself, and the FCS (the Finger coordi-
nate systems) of its fingers. Hand position is defined relative to the torso with radius-vector 

h c hr O O , and attitude – with rotations first around the 
hz -axis on the angle θh

, then 

around the 
hx -axis on the angle φh

 and finally around the 
hy -axis on the angle ψh

. In pro-

posed model, the motion of fingers is described by the bend angles αi
, 1,i K , where K is 

the number of hand finger links. Combine vector 
hr  and angles φh

, ψh
, θh

, αi
, we get that 

hand motion is described by generalized coordinates  
T

1,..., Nq qq , 6N K  . 

The task of virtual hand simulation is to ensure its motion, including in the presence of 
collisions with virtual environment objects. In doing so, it is required to carry out simulation 
of the contact, impact and friction between bodies, which are formulated in the form of con-
straints imposed on the coordinates and velocities of bodies. Then task described above is to 
find q for every time instant t under such constraints. 

The articulated body dynamics with generalized coordinates is described using differen-
tial equations [15]: 

T( ) ( , ) ( )e  M q q C q q q Q J q λ , (1) 

where ( ) N NM q  is the mass matrix, ( , ) N NC q q  is the Coriolis matrix, 

N

e Q  is the vector of generalized forces (external torques that applied at hand’s joints), 



( ) M NJ q  is the constraint Jacobian matrix, 
Mλ  is the vector of Lagrange multipli-

ers, M is the number of constraints. 
Differential equations (1) describe the dynamics of virtual hand with constraints, where 

q  and λ  are unknown variables. To solve this task, an approach is proposed that is based on 

the articulated-body method [16] and its extended version [17] for constraint enforcing. The 
forward dynamics problem for solving equations (1) in the articulated-body method is re-
duced to the following form 

,( , , , )i i e iq f Q q q λ , 1,i N , (2) 

where functions 
if  are computed recursively. 

Use the semi-implicit Euler scheme for numerical integration of equations (2). According 

to this scheme, first, the generalized velocities with λ 0  for the time instant t t   are 
computed: 

,( ) ( ) ( ( ), ( ), , )i i i e iq t t q t tf t t Q      q q 0 . (3) 

The search for a vector λ  is formulated as a Mixed Linear Complementarity Problem 

(MLCP) [18]. This task is for a given matrix 
M MA  and vector 

Mb  to find 
Mλ  

and 
Mw  such that 

 w Aλ b , 
min max λ λ λ , (4) 

where one of three conditions is satisfied: 
minλ λi i , 0iw  ; 

maxλ λi i , 0iw  ; 

min maxλ λ λi i i  , 0iw  . 

 

In task (4), vector elements 
ib , 1,i M  are computed by differentiating the constraints 

on body velocities, and matrix elements 
ijA , , 1,i j M  are determined on the basis of ex-

tended articulated body method [17, 19]. Vector elements 
minλ i  and 

maxλi  are set depending 

on the type of constraint (for example, 
minλ 0i   and 

maxλi    for contact constraint). In 

this work, to solve task (4), the Projected Gauss-Seidel method is used [20]. The idea is that 

λ i
 are computed iteratively by solving equations 0iw  . If λ i

 does not satisfy (4), then pro-

jection is performed on the feasible set. After computing λ , the generalized velocities are 
corrected as follows 

( ) ( ) ( ( ), ( ),0, )i i iq t t q t t tf t t t     q q λ . (5) 

Finally, at the last stage of the semi-implicit Euler scheme, new generalized coordinates 

for the time instant t t   are computed: 

( ) ( ) ( )i i iq t t q t tq t t    . (6) 

Virtual hand control is realized in copying mode by means of Manus VR glove and Oculus 

Touch controller. With this approach, the readings of devices set the vector 
dq  of desired 

generalized coordinates. Proposed solution is that the torques 
,e iQ  are formed in the follow-

ing form 

, , , , ,( ) ( )e i p i i d i d i i d iQ k q q k q q     , (7) 

where 
, 0p ik   and 

, 0d ik   are given coefficients. 



Thus, the task of virtual hand motion simulation is implemented by applying toques ac-
cording to Eq. (7) and integrating equations (2) with the semi-implicit Euler scheme using 

expressions (3), (5) and (6), where the vector λ  is computed by solving (4). 

4. Mathematical model for motion of cosmonaut with jet 
pack 

The motion of cosmonaut in Earth's orbit is described relative to the ISS. To do this, con-
sider the world coordinate system Oxyz (WCS) and the local coordinate system (LCS), which 
is rigidly attached to the ISS and cosmonaut, respectively (fig. 5). Cosmonaut position is de-

fined with the radius-vector  
T

, ,C x y z r OO , and the attitude – with transformation 

matrix R from the LCS of cosmonaut to the WCS. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Virtual model of cosmonaut with jetpack. 

 
The translational (linear) motion of cosmonaut is provided under the action of thrusters, 

the direction of which coincides with axes of the LCS. Since there are four thrusters with the 
equal thrust f on each side of the jetpack, total thrust force from all the thrusters forms a vec-

tor  
T

, ,t X Y ZF F Ff  relative to the LCS, where  , , ,0,X Y ZF F F F F  , 4F f . 

In the absence of gravity and without taking into account the ISS influence on cosmonaut 
motion, the dynamics of its linear motion is described by differential equations in the form of 
Newton's second law: 

X

Y

Z

F

m F

F

 
 


 
  

v R , (8) 

where m is the total mass of cosmonaut, spacesuit and jetpack,  
T

, ,x y zv v v v r  is 

the linear velocity of cosmonaut in the WCS. 
The rotational motion of cosmonaut is provided under the action of torques created by 

jetpack’s thrusters. It is assumed that the thrusters are located symmetrically relative to cos-

monaut's center of mass. Therefore, we obtain the total moment  
T

τ , τ , τt X Y Zτ  relative 



to the LCS, where  τ ,0,X X XT T  ,  τ ,0,Y Y YT T  ,  τ ,0,Z Z ZT T  , 
XT , 

YT  and 

ZT  are the torques of jetpack’s thrusters. 

The dynamics for rotational motion of cosmonaut is described by the Euler differential 
equations [21]: 

ω ( )ω ω τX X Y Z Y Z XI I I   ; 

ω ( )ω ω τY Y Z X X Z YI I I   ; 

ω ( )ω ω τZ Z X Y X Y ZI I I   , 

(9) 

where 
XI , 

YI  and 
ZI  are the principal moments of inertia,  

T
ω ,ω ,ωX Y Zω  is the 

angular velocity of cosmonaut in its LCS.  
In that way, the mathematical model for motion of cosmonaut with jetpack is described 

by the equations (8) and (9), in which 
XF , 

YF , 
ZF , τX

, τY
 and τZ

 are the control variables. 

5. Motion control of cosmonaut model 
In this paper, an approach is proposed in which automatic and manual motion control of 

cosmonaut model is implemented using virtual three-dimensional control panel, the proto-
type of which is the hand controller module of the SAFER rescue system [4]. Figure 6 shows 
created model of this control panel, which contains three toggle switches, one button and 
four-axis joystick with a button. Two-position toggle switch labeled “PWR” turns control 
panel on and off, while two-position toggle switch labeled “MODE” is used to select mode for 
rotational and translational motion of cosmonaut model (“ROT” and “TRAN”). The joystick 
has four degree of freedom: displacement along the X-axis and rotations around the Z, Y and 
X axes (in fig. 6, rotation around the X-axis is denoted as Rot). The button on the joystick of 
control panel is used to turn on the mode of automatic attitude hold, in which angular veloci-
ty of cosmonaut is damped. Created control panel also includes the “RTRN” button to acti-
vate the mode of cosmonaut automatic return to predetermined position. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Virtual model of space jet pack’s control panel. 

 
 



Table 1. Control parameters of space jetpack in manual mode. 
MODE = «ROT» MODE = «TRAN» 

X- τZ ZT  X- XF F   

X+ τZ ZT   X+ XF F  

X0 τ 0Z   X0 0XF   

Z- τY YT  Z- 
ZF F   

Z+ τY YT   Z+ 
ZF F  

Z0 τ 0Y   Z0 0ZF   

 
Depending on motion mode, changing the state of joystick to manual control sets the 

commands to turn on and off the thrusters. The joystick offset along the Y-axis and its rota-
tion around the X-axis are available in both modes. When the joystick is shifted along the Y-

axis, thrust sgn( )YF F Y is generated, and when the joystick is turned, torque 

τ sgn(Rot)X XT  is generated. The control law of jetpack for changing joystick positions in 

other directions is given in Table 1, where signs “+”and “-” indicate positive and negative di-
rections, respectively, and “0” is neutral position. 

The attitude stabilization of cosmonaut model (damping of the angular velocity) is pro-
vided in automatic mode by pressing the joystick’s button. Let us use the nonlinear control 

theory to solve this task. Consider the positive definite Lyapunov function 
T1

( )
2

V ω ω ω . 

From the theory of Lyapunov functions [22] it follows that for the occurrence of sliding mode 

around the surface ω 0 , it is necessary and sufficient that the inequality 
T 0V  ω ω  (10) 

 
is satisfied. 
Substituting equations (9) into (10) yields  

1 1 1ω (τ ( )ω ω ) ω (τ ( )ω ω ) ω (τ ( )ω ω )X X X Y Z Y Z Y Y Y Z X X Z Z Z Z X Y X YV I I I I I I I I I          

. 
 

Let's form the relay control in the following form 

τ sgn(ω )X X XT  , τ sgn(ω )Y Y YT  , τ sgn(ω )Z Z ZT  . (11) 

Then inequality (10) will be satisfied under the conditions 

( )ω ωX Y Z Y ZT I I  , ( )ω ωY Z X X ZT I I  , ( )ω ωZ X Y X YT I I  . (12) 

To reduce the number of switches, it is proposed to use a dead zone with a given thresh-

old ε 0 . Then the control law for attitude stabilization around the 
cx -axis of the LCS is 

, ω ε;

τ 0, ω ε;

, ω ε.

X X

X X

X X

T

T

 


 
  

 (13) 

Expressions for the torques τY
 and τZ

 of attitude stabilization around 
cy  and 

cz  axes of 

the LCS are formed in a similar way. 
In turn, proposed solution for automatic return of cosmonaut model in target position 

 
T

, ,d d d dx y zr  is to ensure the motion velocity towards the target: 



, ;

, ,

d
r d

dd

d

v l

l


   

  

r r
r r

r rv

0 r r

  

where 
rv  is constant velocity for cosmonaut model, l is distance. 

Use the theory of Lyapunov function and equations (8). Then the control law for the mo-

tion of cosmonaut model along the 
cx -axis of its LCS is 

,

,

,

, χ ;

0, χ ;

, χ ,

v X

X v X

v X

F e

F e

F e

 


 


 

 (14) 

where 
1( )v d

 e R v v  is the residual vector in the LCS, χ 0  is given tolerance. 

Similar relations are valid for 
YF  and 

ZF . 

6. Results 
Methods and approaches proposed in this paper were implemented in our VES VirSim 

prototype to train cosmonaut for rescue skills. Hardware platform of this system includes the 
following components: high-performance computing unit based on Intel Core i7-8700K CPU, 
NVidia RTX 2080 graphics card, sensors, Oculus Rift CV1 headset, Oculus Touch controllers, 
Manus Prime II gloves, and display. Software complex were implemented with using object-
oriented language C++, the OpenGL 3D graphics library, shader language GLSL 4.3 and the 
CUDA parallel computing architecture.  

Figure 7 illustrates a structure of functional scheme created for control of cosmonaut 
model. In this scheme, hardware connection is implemented in the form of blocks interacting 
with hand and head tracking devices. At the output of Manus Prime II block and “Touch” 

output of Oculus Control block (see section 2), target coordinates 
l

dq  and 
r

dq  are formed for 

virtual models of left and right hands. Obtained coordinates together with virtual sensor 
readings participate in torque computation according to Eq. (7). This torques are transmitted 
to performing devices (controlled joints). In turn, head rotation angles at “Rift” output of Oc-
ulus Control block are used to compute voltages U, which are transmitted to virtual camera's 
electric motors. Computation of U is performed by means of PD controllers, taking into ac-
count virtual camera's orientation sensor readings. When virtual hands interact with virtual 
control panel's elements, vector s of control commands is formed, which sets control of jet-
pack in manual or automatic mode. These commands are then used to compute the thrust 

vector 
tf  and torque 

tτ , according to which corresponding thrusters of space jetpack are 

switched on and off. In the automatic mode, control algorithm is synthesized by formulas of 
the form (13) and (14) based on sensor readings. 

 



 
Fig. 7. Control scheme structure. 

 
Approbation of proposed methods and approaches was performed on the example of 

emergency simulation when cosmonaut has separated from the ISS surface and has non-zero 
speeds. Training is implemented through immersing the operator in virtual environment (see 
fig. 8, 9) by means of VR headset and gloves. Using his hands, movements of which are cop-
ied by the virtual ones, the operator interacts with virtual panel elements and thus controls 
cosmonaut model motion. Approbation results showed the adequacy and effectiveness of so-
lutions proposed in this paper for training cosmonaut skills of space jetpack control, which in 
the future can contribute to their rescue when separating from the ISS. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Operator training with use of VR technologies. 

 



 
Fig. 9. Stereopair observed by operator. 

7. Conclusions 
In the paper we propose solutions for simulation of cosmonaut rescue process, based on 

modern technologies of virtual reality. The use of a stereo headset provides a high level of 
immersion of the operator in virtual environment and thereby improves the quality of train-
ing his skills to control a space jetpack. Results obtained in this paper can be used for cosmo-
naut training with practicing actions in emergencies and various scenarios. 
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